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Our discussion answers the question? as to what topological spaces arc: statistcaily metrizable 
in the sense of Schweizer and Sklar [5] and whether this can be discerned by the t-norm Ian the 
space in the Menger triangle relaiion. Namely we prove (1) the class gf topological Menger q’aces 
coincides with that of semi-metrizable topological spaces, and (2) no condition weaker than 
I= ~p,<~ T(x, x) can guarantee that a Menger space satisIfying the IL4enger triangle relation 
under T is topological. 
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Many generalizations of the concep.1. of a metric space can be obtained by 
modifying the requirements placed on the distance function. i>ne such gene::aliza- 
tion is that of statistical metric space!<, first introduced by BC. Meater [C] and 
developed by B. Schweizer, A. Sklar [5] and others. 
A statistical metric spaca (X, 9) (an SM-space) is a set X tol:ether 
*Nith a function 9 on X XX such that 9(x, y) = is a reai-valued left-contiruous, 
non-decreasing function defined on the real line taking values between 0 and 1 
such that: 
I. F,,(O) = 0, 
II. Fxy = Fyr for all x and y, 
III. F,, (r) = 1 for all I > 0 iff x = y, 
IV. If Fxy(r)= 1 and F,&)= 1, then Fx,(r+.s)= I. 
A real-valued function ‘r defined on the unit square I2 is &led a 
tisfies the following conditions: 
(ii) T(a, b) = T(b, a), 
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(iv) T(a,b)<T(c,d)ifaW and&d, 
(v) T(T(a, 0 c)= T(a, T(b, cjj. 
Definition 3. A, statjstical metric sp;isce (J&m j is call.~d a &#IPQIJW space if there . : 
exists a tnorm T such that: ’ I ‘, 
A&: for alI x, y, z E X anc:l for alf r, s 3 0: F&,[r + s)* T(F,,(rj, F&,(s j”. 
Schweizer and Sklsar [5] defined for in, h > 0 and each x E .X9 a neighborhood 
N&Z, A) as follows 
This collection does not necesaariiy arise as a neighborhocrd base at x for a 
topology. See, for example, Thorp [7] and Theorem 3, below. However, Schweizer, 
Sklar and Thorp f6] did prove that given a t-norm T of a Mlenger space (X, 9) 
s;atisfying 1 = supxCl T(x, x), the collection {N,(e, A) 1 s, A 10:) taken as a neigh- 
’ borhood base at x gives rise to a met&able topology. 
What kind of topological space is an SM-space when thy: .above mentioned 
neighborhood generate the topology? Are there conditions on T such that a 
Menger space (X, 9) with t-norm T be topologic&? Our discussion will answer 
these twI:b questions, namely, we shah prove in the following, that 
(1) the class of topological Mebrger spaces coincides with thalt of semi-metrizable 
topoEogica1 spaces (see Definition 4), and 
(2) no condition on T weaker than 1 = supx<l T(x. x j can guarantee that a 
Menger space satisfying IV, under T is topological. 
4. A topological space (XI d, 7) is a semi-metic SJWC~ if d is a semi- 
metric, i.e. d :X XX +,R is a binary real valued function on X XX satisfying 
d(x, i) a 0, d (x, y) = 0 iff IIC = ys and d (x, y) = d(y, x), such that for each x E X the 
balls E&(x)= {J ) d(x, y)< E} 6 > 0 form a neighborhood base at x with regard to 
the topology 7. 
1. If (X, d, 7) is a semi-metric space, then there exists an such thrat 
(X, m is a Menger-space and such that the colection c$’ ~xighborkwd of 
x: (Nx(&, h j 1 E, h > 0) induces the toplogy T. 
. For each x, y E X define 
- F&(r)= l- d(.w., Y) 
r+d(x, Y) 
if 00, 
Fx,(r)=O if I-GO. 
niti is satis 
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a b=l, 
T(a, b) = b a=I, 
0 lfa and 1 ?t.b, 
In addition Nr(c, h ) = &r+(jt) for 0 < E c 1 and h > 0. Thus the resulting SM- 
space is tqological with regard to the neighborhoods N,(E, A); the resulting 
topology is precisely T. 
Theorem 2. If (X, S) is an SM-space such that there exists u tupollogy T on X for 
which (Nx(&, A) 1 E, h > 0) is a neighborhood base at x for each x E X, then (X, c) is 
semi-metrizuble. 
Proof. x, y E X, We define a semi-metric d as I D~JWS 
d(x, y) = inf,>o{ 1 + E - FXv(e)}. 
Tklen d(x, x)= 0. And if d(x, y)= 0, then for each 8 > 0 there exists E > 0 such that 
1 +G -F&(F)< 8. Thus E < S and y E NZ(&, S)C N,(S, 8). 
By III of Definition 1 
n ~.(a, a)= w, 
8>0 
and, therefore, x = y. And d is symlme”rric. Thus, d is a semi-metric on X. 
&(x ) 3 Nx ($8, $S), because FXY ($6) > 1 - $6 implies 1 + $6 - Fxy ($8) < 8, and 
&(x)cN,(s,~), because d(x,y)<e implies l+~‘--F&‘)<E for some E’)C)I 
thus E’< E and we have 
F,,(E)~F,~(E’))~+E’-E H-S 
which implies y E N’(E, E). If (NJ&, A )I c, A > 0) is a neighborhood base at x for 
each 3 for a topology, then so is the collection {&(x)I e > 0}, proving our assertion. 
Remark, Theore,m 1 and 2 result in the fact that those S&I-spaces which are 
aforementioned sense are precisely those semiimetrizak!e 
topoloyica! spaces 
Though, as mentioned, there is a sufficient condition on a f-nrrm T such that a 
enger space ( 9) with this norm be metrizable, no weaker condition on Y can 
guarantee the space be topological: 
satisfying (i>-(v) of L?efininion 2. If 
space (X, 9) s~t~~fyi~g IV, under Tam-i 
~~~~~~ be a neighborhood base at x fo‘p 
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pm& @hoase u 3 0 such that supx<l T(x, x)~cw < 1, Let 
X:={(p,q)~R2~O~p+=l-a,0~q~l-cr}. 
For given x = (pl, ql); y = (pz, 42) define lGY a~ folio%% 
Ifpr=p2(q1=42, 
0 if c410, 
8&(E)= 1-maxIIlJr-P21,1~~~-q21) if O<E sl, 
liflce. I 
i 
0 if E =S 0, 
&P(E) = ~1 if O<ssSl, 
1 if l<~. 
9(x, y ) = Fxy, Then (X, F) is a Menger-space with T as t-norm: Fx,, is non- 
decreasing left-continuous function with values in I. The conditions of Definition 1 
are satisfied. 
Nowconsiderx,y,zEX;~9s~0. If F*,(r+s)=l, then 
Also if Fx,(r -t s) = 0, then r + s = 0; thus t =T s .‘=: 0 and F,,(r) = 0 = Fz,,(s) so that 
l[f W F,,(r+s)# 1, then P;;,(t+s)>eu. If x = z, then 
1ike:vise if y = z. In the case x $ z and y # z since supxe 1T(x, J:) s a and (iv) holds 
for Y, it sufSices to show that &(r) < 1 and FLY(s) c 1; but we have F,,(r + s) < 1 
and thus r 6 1 and s 6 1 which implies F,,(r)< 1 and Fty(s)a< 1 since x, y, z are 
distinct. Thus IV, is satisfied in (X, 9). 
The coilection {A$(&, A ) 16, A > 0) cannot be a neighborhood base at x for a 
topology. Since Nx(&, A ) c: A!&‘, A ‘) if 8 < E’ and h c h I) we can consider the 
collection {N,(E, E) I& > 0). Say x = (p, q) and 6 > 0, 1 - c > (Y, It remains to show 
that for each 8 < E there exists an y E NX(S, 8) such that for all 7l> 0, N&J, q) is not 
contafned in Nx@, E). 
Choosey=(p+y,q)such thatO<y<S andp+y<l-a, then F,,(S)=l-T> 
l-8, thus ,y E Nx(6, S>. 
Mow far arbitrary y : 3, z =(p+y,q+A)E.?V,,(~,q) for O<=A<::q and q+A< 
1 -cy, we have z& Nx(&; E) This compietes the proof. 
In order to insure that a give 
e cokction 5 smce, 
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alone. As a matter of fact, Thtxp [Ik] constructed for each T a metrizable Menger- 
space (X, 9) such that T is the strongest f-norm for (X, 9). (By T1 stronger t:h;:n T.L 
we mean Tl(a, 6)~ T&z, b) for all (a, b)~ I*.) Thus the requirement that 
supxcl T(x, x)= 1 is not necessary for hmetrizabiiity or for the Menger space to be 
topological. 
Remark. We would like to expres:; our appreciation to the referee who brougkt the 
work of Fritsche [I] and Schweizer [4] to our attention. Theorems I and 2 can be 
generalized for the neighborhood systems of ++spheres of a semi-metric arr:d the 
e -A neighborhoods of an SM-space regardless of whether they are compatible 
with a topology in the classica sense, since a neighborhood system, In the 
terminology of Mamuzii: [2j, gensrates 6 g-topology. A further generalization of 
Theorem 1 is possible by considering the neighborhood$ 
for a profile function Q on Rf, as defined by Fritsche. The proof is analogous to that 
of Theorem 1. 
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